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News from

Denmark

ISGF project Haiti 2016

The ISGF project HAITI 2016 with
focuses on some of those urgent needs:
• Build the Headquarters of the
National Girl Guide Association of Haiti
• Complete the fence of the Orphanage
“Enfant Haitien Mon Frére”, supported
by the ADSEGAH, Fellowship from
Haiti.

amounted to quite a neat sum (of 35,
000 DKK).
The project will be finalized with a trip
to Haiti together with other ISGF
members to hand over donations and
also school material (books, pencils, etc.)
for the school and we will have two
members participating from Denmark.
All in all, it has been a challenge to be
part of the project with poor logistics,
but we are also proud that we have
succeeded in raising funds for the
projects so much needed.

The 2017 Scout Camp

• Refurnish the newly constructed
School
Carmen
René
Durocher,
supported by the Girl Guide Association
came to an end by December 31, 2016 and a very happy ending that was.
A donation came quite unexpectedly
from the Scout flea market in the
Copenhagen area. They have learned
about our project, and among other
projects they selected it for a donation,
so all in all our donations for the project

The 2017 Scout Camp is Denmark’s
largest scout camp, in which 40,000
Danish and international scouts meet
during the period of 22nd to 30th July,
2017 in the beautiful environment of
Sønderborg in the southernmost part of
Denmark.

The camp is organized by the five scout
associations:
KFUM-Spejderne,
De
grønne pigespejdere, Det Danske
Spejderkorps,
Danske
Baptisters
Spejderkorps
and
Dansk
Spejderkorps Sydslesvig.
The vision and theme of the camp is
”We leave impressions”. We want to use
the scouting activities in the 2017 Scout
Camp to leave impressions within
ourselves, within each other and within
the world around us.
The Danish version of Hotelt – the ”tent
hotel” - which will be tested in the
camp, offers the following services:






We offer overnight accommodation for the working staff in
our Hotelt area,
But we also offer a variety of
activities for children and
youngsters
And some very good and selected
events for adults – working staff
and guild members from the
whole camp and outside of it.

We are quite proud of these events,
which will promote the Guild activities.
As shown below, we have a series of
excellent performances:

Saturday 22 July 2017 2:00 p.m. 4:00 p.m.
Gospel concert

Tuesday 25 July 2017
2:00 p.m. 4:00 p.m.
BP´s quotes
Do BP´s quotes still apply in our time ?
Wednesday 26 July 2017 10:00 a.m. –
12:00 p.m.
The Children’s Convention
and the Grandparents
How can the grandparents’ generation
assist in ensuring that the grandchildren

are brought up in the spirit of the
International Children’s Convention?
Thursday 27 July 2017 2:00 p.m. 4:00 p.m.
The history of
Sønderjylland
Consul-general and historian Henrik
Becker-Christensen, who is an expert in
the history of Sønderjylland, will in his
usual, engaging way share his extensive
knowledge of its history. It will
certainly be very informative and
interesting, it is a lecture not to be
missed!
The
fact
that
Henrik
BeckerChristensen is also a Guild member, will
make it an excellent guild event.
Anne Haastrup-Nielsen, IS Danmark

News from

Finland

Annual meeting 2017
NSGF of Finland, S:t Görans Scoutgillen
i Finland, had their annual meeting on
March 17th-18th . The meeting was held
in Turku, at a folk high school. The
official part took place on Saturday with
approval of accounts, annual reports,
activity plans for this year etc. Election
of new board members was successful
and we got a new Guild Master, Kari
Takamaa from Seinäjoki on the Northwestern coast as well as a full board.
Our deputy Guild Master, Doris
Stockmann left the board to continue as
Chair for the Europe Committee. In the
evening we visited the Scout Museum of
Finland, situated in the center of Turku.
We acquainted us with the big collection
of scout memorabilia, had a sing-song,
discussions – and just enjoyed being old
scouts together.

Fellowship Day
In 2016 we celebrated Fellowship Day
with regional arrangements. This was
quite popular and will be repeated also in
2017 with hopefully more local arrangements.
Last
fall
there
were
altogether four happenings on different
days.

Independence Day. Naturally the Peace
Light was taken to churches, Fellowship
meetings, Scout meetings, schools,
kindergardens, senior homes etc. Our
Peace Light network has been growing
each year and we hope this will continue.

Finding St Georg in the Finnish
Forests
On May 25th the NSGF will arrange an
excursion to the St Georg’s church in
Joroinen in Eastern Finland. The church
is a small private Russian-orthodox
church, dedicated to St Georg and is
beautifully decorated with icons and
orthodox church art. This will be a dayexcursion by bus from Helsinki. More
about this in the next Newsletter!

The Chair of the Guides and Scouts of Finland
addressed the St. George Day audience with
opening remarks

St. Nicholaus Guild members in Hanko birdwatching, beautiful but cold day did not bother
them

Celebrations
The St. George Day concert with Puhallus music
band was a big success

Peace light from Bethlehem
The Peace Light came to Finland as usual
from Sweden. This year it was possible
to arrange the transport early and thus
we were able to bring the Peace Light to
LSGFs and Scout groups before
December 6th which is the Finnish

Although we are trying to get younger
members, we remember the older ones.
Two of our members have celebrated
their 100th birthday in the last 6
months: Kerttu Dahlström from Vaasa
and Helena Era from Jyväskylä!
Congratulations!
Text: Liv Aure-Olli, IS Finland
Photos: Nanna Katavisto

News from

Iceland

No news from Iceland this time.

News from

Lithuania

An annual Scout Song contest is
organised by Lithuanian SGF. It was
held on 21/01/2017. This contest
reminds us one of the greatest scout
leaders of Lithuanian Scouting, Feliksas
Sakalys. He was the person who really
loved scouts and the idea of scouting.
Feliksas Sakalys created a lot of songs
himself. This Year we mark 100 years
since the birth of Brother Feliksas, so
the format of the contest was slightly
changed. Some senior scouts, Lithuanian
SGF members came to the opening of
the contest and shared their memories
about this prominent person and his
deeds for Lithuanian Scouting. We had
almost 320 contestants this year. Each
contestant has to sing one scout song
and one folk song, this year the folk
song content had to be related to lakes.

Lithuanian ISGF has not lost its
vitality, despite the fact that it is not
growing in number. We have 60
members, who are actively involved in
helping scouts, working in local
communities and their professional
activities.
We have already started organising
different events to mark the centenary
of Lithuanian Scouting in 2018. One of
the biggest events the National Scout
Jamboree “Campfire Generation” is
going to be held in Kaunas region (1421/07/2018).
Dalia Urzaite, IS Lithuania

News from

Norway

St. Georges Guilds in Bergen –
The Walkers’ Group

The Walkers’ Group of the St. Georges
Guilds in Bergen was started in the
autumn of 2008, when some members of
various Bergen guilds jointly went on a
few walks. The first registered walk,
representing the formal initiation of the
group, was done 13 April 2011 in the
Langeskogen Forest. During lunch, the
first plan for Wednesday walks was
prepared. We made som good decisions,
e.g. that all participants should share
the leadership task – each would be the
leader of one of the walks planned for
that spring.
This principle has been continued, on
each ”General Assembly”, which is held
semiannually, on the last walk before
the summer and the last walk before

Christmas, we agree on a plan for the
coming half year. The group members
present their proposal for a walk, and
take the leader’s responsibility for that
trip. The result is that we have had
many fine walks along new and unknown
paths in the Bergen surroundings. The
compilation of the plan, and the
distribution of it are done by the
group’s secretary general, who also
reminds members of when and where to
meet, and compiles statistics on the
length of the walk, the total ascent,
weather
conditions
and
calory
consumption.
New T-shirts and new caps give the group a distinct
team identity

The “General Assembly” of the Bergen Walkers’
Group is held outdoors

On many of the walks, the tour leader
gives historical information about the
places visited, about historical events
and about people who have a special
relation to the area. We have had
activities like throwing lifelines, tying
knots, golf and sausages on a spit. We
have also done maintenance work, such
as on the Bergen Scout District’s
property on Guldstølen, and also picked
litter along the coastline in Os.

The walks have many good effects. We
get physical exercise, which is good for
our mental and physical health, and we
talk and laugh a lot together, both
during the walk and while we eat our
lunch pack. There are always members
from all three Bergen Guilds, ensuring
very good inter-guild relations.

Throwing a lifeline when lying down is quite a
challenge!

speiderne, also participated in the
meeting, and informed us about the
most important scouting activities
within their associations.

Picking litter helps making Nature much nicer

We organise approximately 40 walks a
year, some 22 in the spring, and 18 in
the autumn - a number that we find
satisfying. The walks are poplar, and
there has been a small, but steady
increase in participants year by year.
The number of walkers can vary from 6
to 36, with an average of 20. And even
if Bergen is known for some 276 rainy
days a year, the weather does not keep
people away from joining the walks.

The Norwegian Guild Board with the representative
for the KFUK-KFUM guides and scouts

The town of Moss is historically
important and well known, because it was
the location where the international
”Moss Convention” was agreed upon in
August 1814. The convention was a
result of the Napoleonic wars, and had
important consequences for all the
Scandinavian countries.

The Walkers’ group has definitively
developed into a set of events that the
Bergen Guilds greatly appreciate.
Text: Jan Helge Støve (translated by K.
Jorde)

2017
Guild
Meeting in Moss

Management

The Norwegian Guild Board organised on
3-5 March 2017 a three-day meeting in
the combined Scout Hall and Hostel in
the town of Moss on the eastern side of
the Oslo Fjord. The meeting, which has
become an annual tradition, also included
the members of all the committees that
handle the various aspects of the
national guild activities. A representative from each of the country’s
two
Scout
associations,
Norges
Speiderforbund
and
KFUK-KFUM-

The manor house Conventionsgaarden, where the
Moss Convention was signed in 1814

The essence of the Moss Convention was
that Norway was transferred from
being united with Denmark, to be
instead united with Sweden. An
important additional effect was that
the Swedish Crown Prince, Carl Johan,
accepted that Norway could have its
own Constitution. This Constitution had
been agreed on 17 May 1814, as a part
of a shortlived (and unsuccessful)
attempt
to
declare
Norway
an

independent nation – and is the reason
why Norway every year enthusiatically
celebrates 17 May.
More important for the national guild
activities is that the three-day meeting
had as its main target to give both the
Board members and the members of the
committees a good overview of the
issues that are currently important, and
of what is happening nationally.
The meeting opened Friday evening with
a historical presentation on the
extensive production of the national
potato spirit, aquavit, in the nineteenth
century, when Moss was the country’s
leading producer of ”aqua vitae”, or the
local version of the ”water of life”.
Saturday morning was used for internal
committee work meetings, each covering
their own issues. A town walk with lunch
in central Moss provided fresh air and a
nice break, before the committees
continued their discussions. Saturday
afternoon was set aside for a joint
meeting, where a representative for
each committee gave a brief summary of
the issues that the committee had
discussed. In this way, we all had a
common, cross-organisation knowledge
and understanding of what is happening
within all parts of the NSGF.

The Board and committee members on town walk

Saturday night was the final day for the
committee members, while the Guild
Board continued with an ordinary Board
Meeting Sunday morning, in which the
most important issues from the joint
Saturday meeting were summed up, with
a discussion on how these issues shall be
followed up in the coming year.
Both the Board members and the
committee members agree that this
type of joint meeting is a good way of
exchanging wiews and experiences
across the organisation, as well as an
effective and stimulating way of
ensuring a good co-ordination of current
activities.
Text: Knut Jorde, Photos:
Chetwynd and Arve Urlin

Ivan

Visit from Italy
The Oslo District Board received a
challenge from the National Guild
Bureau and the International Secretary:
We have got a message from Italian
guild members who will visit Oslo, and
would like to meet and share activities
with Norwegian guild members.
Hence, Monday 12 June guild members
from the Oslo District met 16 guild
scouts from M.A.S.C.I. Murano at the
entrance to the Bogstad Camping
Ground in the western Oslo suburbs. We
walked together to the Jægersborgdammen property, where we had invited
to a scouting grill evening. The weather
forecast indicated a mixture of rain and
sunny weather, so we were a bit
concerned whether the grilling would
succeed. The start was a little
disquieting, as it was initially pouring
down. The rain, however, lasted only half
an hour. Then everything was fine, as

the sun came out, while we could hear
thunder in the distance.

International gathering under the Guild flag

There is a walk of some 2 kms from
Bogstad Camping to the Jegersborgdammen property, on path and a
gravelled road. The walking speed of the
participants varied, så we spent an hour
and half on the trip, but we saw a lot!
The guild scouts came from Murano, an
island on the outside of Venice with its
highest altitude some 2 metres above
sea level, hence they were not
accustomed to the kind of topography
that we have close to Oslo. Steep hills,
up and down, was an unusual experience.
Also, the red wooden farmhouses that
we passed were found rather exotic.
Horses in the fields, which we are quite
accustomed to, were closely visited and
photographed.
We passed a small waterfall that was
thoroughly photographed, before we
arrived in good speed at Jegersborgdammen, where we met the rest of the
local hosts by a large fireplace.
There, a vanguard of three local
guilders had, in spite of the pouring rain,
managed to get a good fire burning. We
brought good, local drinking water, but
were outdone by our guests, who had
each brought a bottle of champagne
from Italy. After extensive, multi-

language cheering, it was time for food.
The menu consisted of sausages, the
local ingredient ”lompe”, bread-on-astick and salad. As only 14 of the 16
guests spoke English, ”learning by
showing” was the most effective means
of instruction. Everybody understood
the idea when sausages were stuck on
thin tree sticks, and quickly did it
themselves. There was a lot of Italian
discussion about what the small bag with
soft, greyish stuff contained - it turned
out to be bread dough. The Distric
Commisioner’s demonstration of how a
lump of dough can be rolled into a long
string that is rolled around a stick for
baking over the fire caused a lot of
laughter and eagerness. This was
something not seen or tasted before.
Also ”lompe”, a local, pancake-like piece,
baked of a mixture of potaoes and flour
also caused a lot of interest. Some of
the guests had sufficient patience to
get properly baked bread-on-a-stick,
others preferred ”lompe” wrap with
salad.

Around the camp fire with sausages and bread-ona- stick

The fireplace was large enough for all of
us to get our food prepared, with a
lively conversation in Italian, Norwegian
and English, mixed with a little singsong.

Our Italian guest had decided that the
formal admission of their newest
member should take place on this
occasion. Hence, everybody formed a
circle. Michela told about her scouting
history and why she wanted to become a
guild member. This was translated into
English to help those of us who were not
fluent in Italian. She then gave her
Guild Promise, received her scarf from
her leader, followed by an admission
song. We were invited to contribute, so
we sang the Norwegian scouts prayer
song. Finally, Michela shook hands with
all participants, and were welcomed as a
new member by each and all. It was a
very poetical seremony.

News from

European Workshop in Slovakia
One of our membersd particiated in the
7th European Workshop in Smolenice in
Slovakia. The theme of the workshop
was Communication. One of the
activities was a review of ISGF’s home
page, where we were shown what
information can be found on the home
page – it was much more than what we
usually look for. We also had fun, such
as competing in building the highest
tower, using straws of spaghetti, a few
pieces of marshmallows and a short
piece of thread – all without saying a
single word. The accommodation had an
excellent standard, we stayed at an old
castle.

Admission of a new guild member

After a nice gathering around the
fireplace, with song and admission
seremony, we returned to Bogstad
Camping. The sun was shining, and we
had a very nice walk with a setting sun
and swans on the lake, followed by a
hearthy good-bye to happy Italians at
Bogstad Camping.
Text: Grethe Baustad and Per Sørhaug
Photos: Geir Fredhjem and Per Sørhaug
Translation by K. Jorde

Sweden

The Smolenice Castle, Slovakia

Jan, Heinz and Eva-Lotta

Building a tower using spaghetti and
marshmallows

National Guild Conference 2017
We held our National Guild Conference
in Västerås, in which our National Board
changed somewhat. Two of the members
left, President Lena Claesson and
Secretary Gjermund Austvik. Lena had
been board member for 4 years, while
Gjermund had been a member for 18
years; in two separate periodes. Heinz
Frohm was elected new President.

A new element in the Conference was
that all the participants were involved in
writing the activity plan, which caused
some good discussions. We also agreed
that our magazine, Gillescouten, shall
have two issues annually. To supplement
this, newsletters shall be distributed by
email to all guilds, who shall foreward
the newsletters to their members. We
shall also elect a person to be
responsible for press contact in each
guild. During the Conference, we also
spent some time sightseeing in Västerås,
an old town with a number of
interesting, old buildings and other
attractions.

Sightseeing in Västerås

Lena lights the candles, with Gjermund by her side

We had initially planned to participate in
the National Scout Jamboree in August
with a tent-hotel. This will, however, not
happen this year, as the Scout
Association gave us their approval too

late to allow the necessary preparations.
We hope to return to this matter in
three years’ time.
During Spring, we have attempted a
recruitment campaign, without success.
As expressed by Heinz Frohm: Now we
know how not to do it.
Mariana Ceder, IS Sweden (translated
by K. Jorde)

